2022 RESIDENT ORIENTATION SPECIAL PARKING INSTRUCTIONS
Friday, June 24, 2022 and Friday July 1, 2022

Parking at the Stanford Mall

Parking is allowed:

✓ On the rooftop level of the garage indicated on the map

Please do not park in:

✗ Other areas of the Stanford Shopping Center

✗ Hospital patient & visitor parking areas, including Lucile Packard Children's Hospital Main and West Garages, Blake Wilbur Lot, and the Pasteur Visitor Garage

✗ 500P - Pasteur Staff Garage

Enter the garage via Quarry Road

Drive up the ramp to the rooftop level

Park on the rooftop level of the garage
Free Staff Shuttles Available From Quarry Road

Free Staff Shuttles are available between the Stanford Mall parking area and the main hospital buildings. The Hospital Direct (HD) and Medical Center (MC) travel between Stanford Mall and 500 Pasteur, serving Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital and other stops along the way.

**Hospital Direct (HD) Line**
5:00am - 9:00pm
Monday - Friday
For detailed schedule, click or scan here:

**Medical Center (MC) Line**
5:00am - 9:00pm
Monday - Friday
For detailed schedule, click or scan here:

---

**Stanford Mall Parking Permit**
*Valid only on 6/24/2022 and 7/1/2022*

Please place this temporary permit on your vehicle dashboard while parked on the Stanford Mall rooftop

**DAILY PARKING PERMIT**
Special Event Parking

Valid Parking Date:

Parking Address:
Stanford Mall Rooftop Parking